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 Dr. Ken Druck uses good examples from his lifestyle and work to free visitors of the destructive
and limiting myths, biases, stereotypes, and misconceptions to getting old.In Courageous
Aging: Your Best Years Ever Reimagined, Dr. His practical and inspirational strategy speaks to
anyone who would like to redefine what it means to age group and embrace the changeover
of a fresh decade in a single? Druck shows how everyone could make peace with, and find
pleasure in, every stage of life.s life.
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Extremely disappointed. But these exact things are a normal truth of aging and they do not
mean your quality of life has to suffer. How exactly to courageously live into your 80’s and 90’s
was likely to be the topic. But getting older is unavoidable and it doesn’t have to be
something to stress about or try to change at every turn.Among the many things I like about
this reserve is that, although it is generally optimistic in tone, it all doesn’t cross the collection
between optimism and fantasy. He's a genuine warrior. I wouldn't state that I am going quietly
into a retirement home to hold back for the inevitable--I'm not. One Star Not very sophisticated
for anyone with a rudimentary understanding of mental health. Ken Druck dares us to believe
that our aging years could be some of the best we’ve ever experienced In his lively book
Courageous Aging, Ken Druck dares us to trust that our aging years can be some of the best
we’ve ever experienced. And in a step-by-stage manual, he invites us into the process that
allows such a lofty eyesight to actually manifest. Bravo to this author who is living his teachings
and modeling them for all of us! —Linda Bloom-coauthor of 101 Things I Desire I Knew When I
Got Married: Basic Lesson to create Love Last. Get Older and begin Living! Instead of gloss
over things like this and pretend they're not a big offer or do not actually exist, the writer
rightfully exclaims that you have every right to become upset about these adjustments and
other things that lifestyle throws at you as you get older.This book covers many of the facts
about growing older, some of which we don’t prefer to consider but must.Very disappointed.
Learning to make the very best of the old edition of yourself and take full advantage of your
golden years may be the subject of this reserve, Courageous Aging. Many people do plus
they go out of their method to look younger, occasionally investing thousands of dollars in
pursuit of that ever elusive elixir of youth. Issues like the fact that you’re not young anymore
and may not have the ability to do the items you once did. Issues about your own loss of life
and the death of those in your area. I hate some of the stuff about aging, like the pain,
medical complications, etc. Do you fear getting older? But at the same time, the book
emphasizes over and over that these changes you have, while transforming, usually do not and
really should not be an excuse to stop on life. Your old personal can adapt and discover
many great things to do, from developing deeper romantic relationships to starting a hobby
you always dreamed about to partaking in all over the world travel. Druck appeared to be
aiming this publication at people who really weren't aging however, using poeple in their fifties
and also forties as examples to illustrate his factors. Much admiration for Ken Druck. Many
personal- help books consider the latter approach. They color an all as well rosy picture,
rendering it sound like you can do anything no matter what. This is misleading- you cannot do
some thing when you get older.) I've abandoned lots of things that I've decided didn't enrich
my entire life. Courageous Aging points this out over and over, offering advice that is practical
and results that are realistic and achievable.I have crossed the big 5-0 line myself and I've
noticed some variations. I have to sit back and consider breaks more often than I used to and
I have to grab the antacids, hemorrhoid cream, and ben gay more than I would like to admit.
Living with wrinkles in your 50’s shouldn't be considered courageous! You may still find many,
many things that you can do when you grow older and with even more free time on your
hands, these years can easily be your best ever, as this reserve stresses
throughout.Courageous Aging is usually a shorter book than I favor, but it is well- written, well-
edited, and sensible in its approach. what aging Could be like This is a very sweet book where
author Dr. Browse it yourself, consider charge you will ever have as you age, and enjoy these
amazing elder years as if you never imagined. I've read among the author’s various other
books so when I noticed his name on this book, I knew it might be an advisable read, which it



certainly is. Ken Druck aims to greatly help us face down the problems and anticipations and
myths with an excellent dose of realism mixed with resilience. I'm a chicken. Positive attitudes,
imagination and a spirit of adventure bring all of this alive. He shares about the tragic losses
in his very own existence, and tells how he found his way through and beyond his struggling, as
we can. Love, gratitude, compassion for others and also oneself and various other comforting
values plus some good practical recommendations flow through the reserve.My one
disappointment, especially in the first chapters, was that Dr. Getting old doesn’t mean you
prevent living- quite to the contrary, that is precisely the time to Begin living. I don't use
makeup anymore because of this.All told, this is an extremely warm, lovely, and helpful
publication that will be a comfort because the years pass, bringing inevitable challenges.
Excellent book for anyone who has crested "The Hill" Aging gracefully. That's my goal, and I am
hoping that I am constantly striving towards it. I intend to maintain having them, even if they
are different than days gone by was. There will be limitations. This is less so in afterwards
chapters. I don't worry about the latest fashions. I aim for practical and comfortable. I have
enough sorrow in my life, I don't need to grieve for dropped youth as well.This book has
enhanced my goal of aging gracefully. Outstanding in every way! I'm not registering for
quitting on living, I have way too much to do before after that! We've all made our errors and
had our moments of joy. He methods many different aspects of aging, and suggests that we
perform a personal inventory or self-audit, and he offers plenty of suggestions for improving our
lives with simple changes. Problems like your personal physical limitations.All anybody may do is
the greatest we can perform with the cards we were dealt. I'm not claiming I'm actually doing it
courageously either. I've embraced my hair "going platinum" (not really gray, it's shining
platinum!
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